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The Honorable Bill Owens 
Governor of Colorado 
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Dear Governor Owens: 

It is my privilege to present you with the Department of Corrections Statistical Report for Fiscal 
Year 2001. This report provides detailed offender data that offers an interesting insight into the 
inmate population and the operation of the Colorado correctional system. It is hoped that the 
information contained in the report will provide both the public and private sectors an appreciation 
of the effort demonstrated by the DOC staff to work within a framework of available resources to 
provide public safety and meet the programming needs of our offender population. 

Your continued support and encouragement to the staff of the Department of Corrections is most 
appreciated. 



 FOREWORD

The growth trends seen in the incarcerated population and offenders under parole
supervision in Colorado have continued through fiscal year 2001.  The growth experienced
by the Colorado Department of Corrections (CDOC) in recent years has exceeded the
national trends where population trends have shown little or no growth.  This annual
statistical report for fiscal year 2001 is intended to provide information about offenders
under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Department of Corrections and insight into the
specific areas of change.  Offenders incarcerated in secure facilities, placement in
community corrections programs, and supervised on parole are profiled in this report.
Youthful offenders sentenced as adults to the Youthful Offender System (Y.O.S.) are
reported in the final section.  All references to years in this report refer to fiscal years (July
1 through June 30) unless specified otherwise.

Sentencing trends, technical prison returns, and lengths of stay for releases are a few of the
specific  areas analyzed in this report. The impact of recent sentencing changes including
the mandatory parole provisions in H.B. 93-1302 are evident in the admission and release
sections of this report.  New information is provided on the sentencing of sex offenders
pursuant to the lifetime supervision legislation enacted in 1998.  

Security level definitions and designations for the correctional facilities operated by or
under contract with the department of corrections were changed in legislation enacted in
2000 and these changes are reflected throughout this report.  The 2002 legislative session
changes are not included in this report except for provisions of H.B. 02-1388 and H.B. 02-
1438.  Effects of this legislation are reported in Table 6 reflecting the latest prison
construction appropriations and in Table 9 reporting the projected facility capacities.  

Recent court decisions involving certain sex offenders have affected information contained
in this report.  In July 2001 the Colorado State Supreme Court upheld their previous ruling
regarding the application of conflicting parole statutes to sex offenses committed on or after
July 1, 1993 but prior to November 1, 1998.  The Supreme Court’s decision determined
the mandatory parole provisions implemented in 1993 are not applicable to these offenders,
resulting in parole being discretionary.  A discussion of the court decisions leading up to
this hearing and their effects are discussed in section four on prison releases.

Additional offender information and copies of this report may be obtained from the Office
of Planning and Analysis, Colorado Department of Corrections, 2862 South Circle Drive,
Colorado Springs, Colorado  80906-4122.  A downloadable version of this report is
available on the Internet through the state homepage at:
http://www.doc.state.co.us/Statistics/1OPA.htm

Kristi L. Rosten
Senior Statistical Analyst
Office of Planning and Analysis
June 21, 2002
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OVERVIEW
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POPULATION GROWTH AND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

The average daily population (A.D.P.) is used to measure the population growth trends in the
Colorado Department of Corrections (CDOC) for the last five years. The figures for fiscal
year 2001 show the total jurisdiction under CDOC supervision increased to 22,354 consisting
of  16,605 inmates; 5,475 offenders under parole supervision; and 274 offenders in the
Youthful Offender System (Y.O.S.).  

The inmate, parole and Y.O.S. population growth trends for fiscal years 1996 through 2001
are depicted in Table 1.  The jurisdictional population increased 57.9% since 1996, an annual
compounded growth rate of 9.57%. The increase is due primarily to the inmate population
growth of 50.7% even though the parole population increased 84.4% over this period.

Table 2 presents the ten-year trend in graphical format on the following page.  The inmate
population currently represents 74.3%, parole population represents 24.5% and Y.O.S.
population represents the remaining 1.2% of the total population under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Corrections.  In 1992 the inmate population comprised 78.2% of the total
population and the remaining 21.8% consisted of the parole population.
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The unprecedented growth in the adult inmate population is illustrated in Table 3.  The
population has increased 363% since 1985 when the population was 3,586.  The average
jurisdictional inmate population includes on-grounds, off-grounds (out to court, hospital and
other temporary custody), jail backlog, fugitive status, community transition placements,
inmate intensive supervision programs and inmates housed under contracts in county, private
and out of state facilities.

Several key pieces of legislation have impacted the prison population since 1979.  H.B. 1589,
passed in 1979, changed sentences from indeterminate to determinate terms and made parole
mandatory at one-half the sentence.  In 1981 H.B. 1156 became law, requiring courts to
sentence offenders above the maximum of the presumptive range for "crimes of violence" as
well as those offenders with aggravating circumstances.

The most dramatic legislative change was made in 1985 with the passage of H.B. 1320.  This
legislation doubled the maximum penalties of  the presumptive ranges for all felony classes.
The average length of stay projected for new commitments to the Colorado Department of
Corrections nearly tripled as a result, from 20 months in 1980 to a high of 57 months in
1989.  In addition, parole became discretionary which contributed to the increased length of
stay.  The inmate population more than doubled between 1985 and 1990.

The Colorado legislature attempted to slow the growth during the 1988 and 1990 sessions by
further modifying the sentencing laws.  S.B.  148 was passed in 1988 which changed the
previous requirement of the courts to sentence above the maximum of the presumptive range
to sentencing at least the midpoint of the presumptive range for "crimes of violence" and
crimes associated with aggravating circumstances.  In 1989 several class five felonies were
lowered to a newly created felony class six with a presumptive penalty range of one to two
years.  

In 1990 H.B. 1327 doubled the maximum amount of earned time an offender is allowed to
earn while in prison from five days to ten days per month.  In addition, parolees were allowed
earned time awards which reduced time spent on parole.  This legislation also applied earned
time to the sentence discharge date as well as the parole eligibility date, shortening the length
of stay for offenders, mainly those who discharged their sentences.  S.B. 117 modified life
sentences for class one felony convictions to "life without parole" from the previous parole
eligibility after 40 calendar years served.  
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During the regular legislative session in 1993 several bills were introduced to revise the
sentencing provisions.  H.B. 1302 was passed, which reduced the presumptive ranges for
certain class three through six nonviolent crimes and added a split sentence mandating a
period of parole for all crimes following the prison sentence.  This legislation also eliminated
the earned time awards while on parole.  The presumptive ranges before and after this
legislation and the new mandatory parole periods are listed in Table 4.

Sentencing for habitual offenders was also changed in 1993.  H.B. 1302 revised the sentence
for offenders who are convicted of a felony class 1, 2, 3, 4 or five and have been twice
previously convicted of a felony to a term of three times the maximum of the presumptive
range of the felony conviction.  Habitual offenders who have been three times previously
convicted of any felony will be sentenced to four times the maximum of the presumptive
range of the felony conviction.  Under the previous law, habitual offenders with two prior
convictions were sentenced to 25 to 50 years and offenders with three prior convictions were
sentenced to life, with parole eligibility in forty years.  A third type of habitual offender was
defined in this legislation to be any offender who has previously been sentenced as habitual
with three prior convictions and is thereafter convicted of a felony which is a crime of
violence as defined in C.R.S. 16-11-309.  The sentence for these habitual offenders is life
with parole eligibility after 40 years.  

A special session was held in the fall of 1993 to draft and pass specific legislation for juvenile
violence.  The most significant legislation affecting the Department was S.B. 9 which
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established the Youthful Offender System (Y.O.S.) within the Department of Corrections.
Initially, 96 beds were authorized for this new judicial sentencing provision for offenders
between the ages of 14 and 18 years of age and convicted of crimes other than class one, class
two or sexual assault.  Construction of a facility in Pueblo was approved with a total planned
capacity of 480 beds.

The 1994 legislative session was directed at funding the construction of additional adult prison
beds and new facilities to meet the projected inmate population over the next five years.  The
construction of just less than 1,200 adult prison beds and 300 YOS beds was authorized with
more than $131 million appropriated.  Contract authority for 386 private preparole beds was
authorized in addition to contracts or construction of minimum security beds.

An additional sentencing provision for habitual offenders was added through legislation in
1994, S.B. 196.  This new provision affects offenders convicted of any class one or two
felonies or any class three felony which is defined as a crime of violence and has twice been
convicted of any of these same offenses.  The sentence imposed shall be to a term of life
imprisonment with parole eligibility in forty years.  Table 5 summarizes the habitual
sentencing law changes.
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The construction of more than 3,000 additional prison beds was authorized in the 1995
legislative session.  Seven existing facilities received funding to remodel and expand
capacities, in addition to construction of two new facilities at Sterling and Trinidad.  Earned
time provisions were also modified in 1995 legislation to allow certain nonviolent offenders
earned time while on parole.  H.B. 1087 was enacted in part to respond to the projected
growth in parole population as a result of the mandatory parole periods established in H.B.
93-1302.

The 1996 legislative session was directed primarily toward juvenile justice and the
“Children’s Code.”  H.B. 1005 broadened the criminal charges eligible for direct filing of
juveniles as adults and possible sentencing to the Youthful Offender System.  This legislation
also allowed juveniles 12 or 13 years of age charged with a class one or two felony or crime
of violence to be direct filed and possible sentencing to the Department of Corrections as an
adult. 

Funding for 480 beds at Trinidad Correctional Facility and reconstruction and expansion at
two existing facilities was received during 1997.  The legislature also approved additional
planning and design for expansion of three new facilities, Sterling Correctional Facility,
Denver Women’s Correctional Facility and the Youthful Offender System.  Construction
appropriations for prison beds totaled more than $109.5 million in 1997.

Two key pieces of legislation enacted in 1998 are anticipated to impact future population
growth.  H.B. 98-1156 is referred to as the “Colorado Sex Offender Lifetime Supervision Act
of 1998.”  This legislation will require offenders convicted of a felony sex offense to undergo
evaluation and treatment.  Sex offenders sentenced to incarceration receive an indeterminate
term of at least the minimum of the presumptive range for the level of offense committed and
a maximum of natural life.  The parole board has responsibility, in coordination with
treatment and supervising personnel, to determine when the sex offender can be managed in
the community.

Legislative changes in H.B. 98-1160 will affect offenders whose parole is revoked who are
sentenced for a class 2, 3, 4, or 5 felony, or a class 6 felony which is a subsequent felony
conviction, committed on or after July 1, 1998.  This legislation will require the offender to
complete a twelve month period of community supervision when released from incarceration
if there is less than twelve months remaining on the mandatory parole sentence.  These
changes will result in longer parole and community supervision periods and additional
reincarceration time.

S.B. 99-196 provided $997,000 in additional construction funds for Sterling Correctional
Facility, increasing the total construction funds to over $170 million for this facility.  The
legislature authorized the temporary use of 60 beds at the Y.O.S. facility for adult female
offenders until the expansion of the Denver Women’s Correctional Facility was available in
June 2001.
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Additional prison construction was authorized in the regular session of 2001, totaling
$66,302,249.  San Carlos Correctional facility will add 250 special needs beds for offenders
with chronic mental illness; Arkansas Valley Correctional Facility will add 384 high custody
beds; and Denver Reception and Diagnostic Center will have 62 additional beds.  Funding
cuts to these projects were made during the second special session of the General Assembly in
2001 and further cuts were made in the 2002 session.

Fort Lyon Correctional Facility was acquired from the Veterans Administration in May 2001
and has begun a multi-phase renovation project.  The first phase of 200 beds were occupied
in March 2002 with 300 additional beds planned for August 2002.  The planned capacity for
this facility is 1,000 beds.

Table 6 contains a summary of the legislation authorizing prison bed expansion and
construction since 1994.  Over $535 million have been appropriated for prison expansion
projects; however budget constraints resulted in a reduction of $57,738,588.  A net of 6,836
prison beds have been authorized over this nine-year period.
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POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Two sets of population projections are prepared for budgeting and planning use by agencies
outside the Department of Corrections.  The Division of Criminal Justice within the
Department of Public Safety has projected the inmate and parole populations for over 20
years.  In 1994 the legislature authorized the Legislative Council to develop forecasts for the
adult and juvenile populations within the criminal justice system. 

Table 7 compares the most recent inmate population projections released in December 2001
by the Division of Criminal Justice Research Office and the Legislative Council Staff.  These
projections are updated every six months to reflect the most recent sentencing revisions and
trends. As indicated in the table there are only minor differences between the two sets of
projections.  The Legislative Council projections forecast a higher growth rate through June
2004 than the Division of Criminal Justice model.  After June 2004 the projections merge and
both agencies forecast an inmate population of just over 22,350 by June 2007.  The annual
compounded growth rate over the six-year projection period is 4.9% for the Legislative
Council estimates and 4.7% for the Division of Criminal Justice numbers, considerably lower
than the 2000 projections when growth was projected at 6.9% and 6.7% respectively.

These projections are affected by a number of factors including the number and sentence
length of new commitments, parole board discretion to release offenders, and rates of
revocation for parolees.  H.B. 1302 reduced the presumptive range for non-extraordinary risk
crimes in felony classes three through six, which reduces the estimated sentence length for
new commitments after 1994.  Parole board discretion is projected to remain similar to
current release trends.  Revocation rates are expected to increase as higher risk offenders will
be released to parole instead of discharging under the new legislation.  The legislation passed
in 1998 implementing lifetime supervision and indeterminate sentences for sex offenders and
the legislation adding a twelve month period of community supervision for offenders who
have had parole revoked have increasing effects on the projection models.

The parole population projections as issued by the Division of Criminal Justice Research
Office and the Legislative Council Staff are compared in Table 8. These two models differ
significantly over the six-year projection period, as Legislative Council is forecasting an
annual growth rate in the parole population of 5.7% while Division of Criminal Justice has
presented projections with an annual growth rate of 7.0%.  The projections vary by 882
parolees in June 2007.  
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MAP OF FACILITIES

Table 9 illustrates the locations and security levels of the twenty-four prisons owned and
operated by the Department of Corrections throughout the state of Colorado.  This includes
Trinidad Correctional Facility, which is still under construction and Fort Lyon Correctional
Facility recently acquired and beginning renovation.  Four contract facilities are also
located on the map. Bent County Correctional Facility (Las Animas) and Huerfano
Correctional Facility (Walsenburg) were opened in 1993 and 1997 respectively, while Kit
Carson Correctional Facility (Burlington) and Crowley County Correctional Facility (Olney
Springs) were completed late in 1998. Fremont County has the most facilities with a total
of nine, representing all security levels with 4,891 beds.  The security levels identified in
Table 9 are defined in H.B. 00-1133 as follows:

Level I facilities shall have designated boundaries, but need not have perimeter fencing.  Inmates
classified as minimum may be incarcerated in level I facilities, but generally inmates of higher
classifications shall not be incarcerated at level I facilities.

Level II facilities shall have designated boundaries with a single or double perimeter fencing.  The
perimeter of level II facilities shall be patrolled periodically.  Inmates classified as minimum restrictive
and minimum may be incarcerated in level II facilities, but generally inmates of higher classifications
shall not be incarcerated in level II facilities.

Level III facilities generally shall have towers, a wall or double perimeter fencing with razor wire, and
detection devices.  The perimeter of level III facilities shall be continuously patrolled.  Appropriately
designated class classified inmates, medium classified inmates and inmates of lower classification levels
may be incarcerated in level III facilities, but generally inmates of higher classifications shall not be
incarcerated in level III facilities.

Level IV facilities shall generally have towers, a wall or double perimeter fencing with razor wire, and
detection devices.  The perimeter of level IV facilities shall be continuously patrolled.  Close classified
inmates and inmates of lower classification levels may be incarcerated in level IV facilities, but
generally inmates of higher classifications shall not be incarcerated in level IV facilities on a long-term
basis.

Level V facilities comprise the highest security level and are capable of incarcerating all classification
levels.  The facilities shall have double perimeter fencing with razor wire and detection devices or
equivalent security architecture.  These facilities generally shall use towers or stun-lethal fencing as
well as controlled sally ports.  The perimeter of level V facilities shall be continuously patrolled.

More than half of the department's prison beds have been constructed since 1988.  Denver
Women’s Correctional Facility, open in April 1998, will provide 900 female beds upon
full occupancy.  Sterling Correctional Facility is the largest facility at 2,445 beds and was
completed in the fall of 2001. Trinidad Correctional Facility was opened in December
2001 and Fort Lyon Correctional Facility began filling beds in March 2002.  The
expansion of San Carlos Correctional Facility will provide 250 special needs beds in the
future. Table 9 reflects the bed capacities as currently authorized or planned. 



 
1 Rifle Correctional Center        192 1979 Rifle I 
2 Delta Correctional Center        484 1964 Delta I 
3 Buena Vista Corr. Complex     1,118 1892 Buena Vista III 
4 Colorado Corr. Alternative Program        100 1991 Buena Vista I 
5 Colorado Correctional Center        150  1969 Golden I 
6 Denver Rec. & Diagnostic Center        542+    1991 Denver V 
7 Denver Women’s Corr. Facility 900+ 1998 Denver V 
8 Colorado Territorial Corr. Facility        695 1871 Canon City III 
9 Colorado Women’s Corr. Facility        274 1968 Canon City IV 
10 East Canon Complex:     

   A. Arrowhead Correctional Center        484 1990 Canon City II 
   B. Centennial Correctional Facility     1,092+ 1980 Canon City IV 
   C. Colorado State Penitentiary        756 1993 Canon City V 
   D. Four Mile Correctional Center        484 1983 Canon City II 
   E. Fremont Correctional Facility     1,449 1962 Canon City III 
   F. Pre-Release Correctional Center        164t 1983 Canon City II 
   G. Skyline Correctional Center        249 1964 Canon City I 

11 Pueblo Minimum Center        256 1994 Pueblo II 
12 San Carlos Correctional Facility        500+ 1995 Pueblo V 
13 Youthful Offender System        480 1998 Pueblo V 
14 Arkansas Valley Corr. Facility     1,391+ 1987 Ordway III 
15 Fort Lyon Correctional Facility     1,000+ 2002 Fort Lyon III 
16 Limon Correctional Facility        953 1993 Limon IV 
17 Trinidad Correctional Facility        480+ 2001 Trinidad II 
18 Sterling Correctional Facility 

CONTRACT FACILITIES: 
    2,445 1998 Sterling V 

19 Bent County Correctional Facility        724 1993 Las Animas  
20 Huerfano County Correctional Facility        778 1997 Walsenburg  
21 Crowley County Correctional Facility     1,185 1998 Olney Springs  
22 Kit Carson County Correctional Fac.        820 1998 Burlington  

       +Currently under expansion or planned expansion                                          tFacility closed permanently  July 2001 
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 FACILITY CAPACITY YEAR LOCATION SECURITY

 (These figures represent projected expansion when completed)  

  Map of Colorado Correctional Facilities 
State of Colorado 
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DEPARTMENTAL REPORTED INCIDENTS AND ESCAPES

Table 10 summarizes major incidents reported by the Department for calendar years
1998 through 2001; however only inmate deaths are reported for 2001 as the
incident reporting and tracking system is currently being redesigned.  The number of
accidental deaths or deaths from natural causes continues to increase as the inmate
population ages.

Departmental escapes by facility are reported on a calendar year basis for 1998
through 2001 in Table 11.  The Department defines escape as leaving the last barrier
of a secured facility, the imaginary barrier of an unsecured facility (camp), or a
work crew or escorted trip outside a facility without permission.  A court conviction
for escape, a code of penal discipline conviction for escape, or an unauthorized
absence for twenty-four hours or more constitutes an escape from a community
contract center or Intensive Supervision (ISP)  placement.

Ten escapes were reported from DOC operated facilities in calendar year 2001;
eight from level I facilities and two from level II facilities.  The private contract
facilities reported no escapes in 2001. 

The number of escapes from community contract centers were slightly less in 2001
(210) compared to 2000 (212).  Intensive Supervision (ISP) escapes were 60.8%
higher in 2001 with 82 reported.
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SECTION II

INMATE POPULATION TRENDS
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PRISON SENTENCE AND INCARCERATION RATES

Prison sentence rates are measured as
the ratio of the number of offenders
sentenced to prison during a fiscal
year per 100,000 Colorado
population.  Incarceration rates are
measured as the ratio of the average
number of offenders incarcerated
during a fiscal year per 100,000
Colorado population.  State
population estimates are obtained
from the Division of Local Affairs.
Average incarcerated population is
defined as adult inmate jurisdictional
population.

The sentence rate increased 3.2% in
2001 mainly as a result of the 5.3%
increase in the number of offenders
sentenced to prison while the
incarceration rate also increased due
to the 7.5% increase in incarcerated
population. The state population
growth  increase  was  1.9% in 2001.
The incarceration rate has increased 32.7% since 1995 as the incarcerated population
increased 57.2% while the state population growth was 18.5% for this time period.
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JAIL BACKLOG

The end of month counts for jail backlog are shown in Table 14. Construction of new
prison beds and contracts for private prison beds has significantly reduced the number of
offenders held in jails awaiting bed space, also known as jail backlog.

The jail backlog reached its highest end of month count in May of 1995 when backlog
reached 892 (32 females).  The all-time high of 909 occurred on June 1, 1995. These
figures are not represented in Table 14 since this table only reflects the last two years.  The
backlog ranged from a low of 26 (18 males and 8 females) to a high of 317 (283 males and
34 females) for fiscal years 2000 and 2001.

The population figures in Tables 15 and 16 provide the breakdown of the average daily
population for prisons, backlog and jail contracts and other contracts.  Other contracts
include offenders housed in Bent County Correctional Facility, Crowley County
Correctional Facility, Huerfano Correctional Facility, Kit Carson Correctional Facility and
Minnesota.  Other contract facilities represented 12.2% of the total population in 2001,
down from the 1999 count of 2,515 which was the highest level reached in contract beds.
The average jail backlog for fiscal year 2001 was 104, 94 males and 10 females, and
county jail contract population averaged 24 for the year. 
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FACILITY CAPACITIES AND POPULATION

As illustrated previously in Table 3, the Department has experienced unprecedented growth
since 1985.  The average jurisdictional population of 16,605 in fiscal year 2001 represents
an increase of 363% over the population of 3,586 in 1985.  The Department has added a
total of 9,801 facility beds; 1,256 transition placements; and 3,507 contract beds since
1985 to house these additional offenders.

The capacity terms currently in use by the Department for the discussion of prison bed
space are as follows:

Design capacity:  The number of housing spaces for which a facility is constructed or
modified by remodeling, redesign, or expansion.

Expanded capacity:  The number of housing spaces above the facility design capacity.

Operational capacity:  Design capacity plus expanded capacity.

Management control, special use, segregation, lock-down and reception beds are included
in the design capacity for all facilities.  Design capacities were redefined in 1992 to more
closely reflect the American Correctional Association Accreditation Standards.

The facility capacities as of June 30, 2001 by security level are shown in Table 17.
Community contract center and intensive supervision capacities are reported at the actual
daily population as these capacities vary.  Restrictive-minimum or minimum security beds,
including  1,481 community and ISP beds, total 4,000 beds (22.6%).

Appendices A and B contain historical information for security levels, populations and
capacities for each facility.
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The design, expanded and operational capacities are identified in Table 18 for the facilities
owned and operated by the Department.  Excluded from this table are contract community
transition placements, intensive supervision placements, and contract beds.  The expanded
capacity of 1,230 beds consists of double bunked cells and rooms.  These double bunked
cells do not include double occupancy housing, which are units specifically designed for
two offenders and counted in the design capacity.  Expanded capacity represents 9.7% of
the department's total facility capacity.
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A comparison of the on-grounds population to the design capacity by facility is found in
Table 19.  Twelve of the twenty-two facilities listed exceed 100% of design capacity.
Skyline Correctional Center is the highest at 185.8% of design capacity.  Overall, the
department is operating at 109.2% of design capacity.  The addition of new prison beds in
1999 and 2000 helped to reduce this level from the 115.6% rate the department was
operating at in 1999.
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Tables 20 and 21 show the historical comparison of on-grounds population to design
capacity.  The on-grounds population figures exclude off-grounds, out-to-court traffic, jail
backlog, community transition and intensive supervision placements, and contract facility
counts.  On-grounds population ranged from 105.2% to a high of 119.5% of design
capacity prior to 2001.
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ANNUAL INMATE COSTS

The annual cost per inmate by facility is contained on the following page in Table 22.The
average annual cost of incarcerating one inmate at $27,250 has increased only slightly
(2.1%) from the 2000 average cost of $26,689.  The annual cost of incarcerating female
inmates is higher (12.9%) at $29,852 versus male inmates at $26,441.

The individual facility costs range from the lowest daily cost of $53.59 at Colorado
Correctional Center to the highest cost at San Carlos Correctional Facility of $175.82.  The
largest percentage increase of 29.2% in 2001 was incurred at Pueblo Minimum Center and
the largest decrease was 18.8% at Sterling Correctional Facility, as the facility reached full
occupancy in 2001.

The costs by security level range from the level I facility costs of $59.60 per day to the
level V facility costs of $87.07.  The level V cost is 14.5% higher than the level IV
average cost of $76.02 per day and is 46.1% higher than the level I cost.

Community and parole supervision costs include a breakdown for the increased cost of
intensive supervision (ISP).  The largest percentage change occurred in the cost of
community ISP supervision which increased 33.6%.  The community supervision costs also
increased 18.0% in 2001.  Four offenders can be supervised on parole ISP for the same
amount of money as incarcerating one inmate for one year. 
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ADULT PRISON ADMISSIONS

Admissions to the adult prison system in the Colorado Department of Corrections have
continued to increase every year since 1995.  The compounded growth rate over this six-
year period is 6.6% per year, although the 2001 growth rate of 1.4% is considerably less
than the average.  New court commitments, parole returns, and parole returns with new
convictions represent the largest portion of admissions to adult prison. 

Additional prison beds are required each year with total admissions exceeding total
releases, even with the 10.5% increase in 2001 releases from 5,532 to 6,114. 838
additional beds were needed in 2001 to cover the difference between admissions and
releases.  The number of beds needed per year has average 1,010 over this six-year period.
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Table 24 shows the comparison of admission types for fiscal years 2000 and 2001.  Court
commitments include new court commitments, parole returns with new felony convictions,
court order discharge returns with new convictions, probation returns with new
convictions, and failures from Y.O.S.  Technical returns include offenders previously
released to parole, probation, court order, or appeal bond without a new felony conviction.
Technical returns may have new misdemeanor convictions, traffic convictions, or other
violations of conditions specified in the parole agreement.  Other admissions consist of
interstate transfers under interstate compact agreements and dual commitments.

Male admissions for 2001 increased only slightly (0.7%) while the female admissions
increased  8.5%.  Court commitments increased 5.2% in 2001 as male commitments were
4.8% higher and female court commitments were 8.9% higher.  Total technical returns
decreased by 148 (6.9%) in 2001, as technical parole returns dropped to 1,895 in 2001
from 2,059 in 2000.  28.8% of total admissions returned to prison in 2001 to serve
additional time for the same offense for which they were previously incarcerated compared
to 31.3% in 2000.
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COURT COMMITMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Court commitments include new commitments from courts, returns with new felony
conviction (parole, probation and court order discharge), and Y.O.S. failures. These
admissions with a new felony conviction are analyzed in more detail in this section.

A five-year comparison of the age distribution for commitments is provided in Table 25.
The average age for 2001 commitments was higher at 32 years than the average of 30.7
years for 1996 commitments.  Eleven commitments were under the age of 18 years in
2001, much lower than the 27 commitments less than 18 when they were received in 1996.
The Youthful Offender System, created  in late 1993, has provided a sentencing alternative
to prison for certain youthful offenders.  Nearly 5% of the 2001 commitments were 50
years of age or older.
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Table 26 provides the number of commitments received by county for the most serious
offense. Denver County continues to represent the largest proportion of commitments at
23.1%, 22.8% of male commitments and 25.4% of female commitments. 

Mesa and Pueblo counties reported the largest percentage increases since 1996 at 53.9%
and 43.8% respectively.  Jefferson, Adams, and Arapahoe counties also had increases
higher than the overall average of 11.5%.  Denver is the only county in the top ten to
experience a decrease from 1996 of 8.4%.
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The ethnic distribution for 2001 commitments is compared to the 1996 distribution in Table
27. Asian and Anglo commitments have increased significantly since 1996, 188.9% and
23.9%.  African-American commitments decreased 3.6% with males decreasing 1.8% and
female African-American commitments decreasing 14.8%.

Table 28 compares the distribution by felony class for 1996 and 2001 commitments.
Commitments for class one, two and three felonies have decreased while the less severe
class 4, 5 and 6 commitments increased.  Habitual convictions for 2001 increased
significantly as the habitual sentencing provisions enacted in 1993 are being utilized.  The
other category consists almost entirely of sex offender commitments sentenced under the
lifetime provisions enacted in 1998.
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Table 29 compares the most serious offenses for fiscal year 2001 commitments to the
commitments received in fiscal year 2000.  These offenses are categorized as violent or
nonviolent, using a broad definition for violence, describing the general nature of the
offense and not the statutory definition found in C.R.S. 16-11-309.  Habitual offenses are
considered non-violent for purposes of prior year comparison.  Changes made to the crime
code information system in 1996 preclude comparisons of most serious offense to
commitments prior to 1996.  

The number of commitments increased 5.2% in 2001.  Commitments for violent offenses
increased slightly (2.5%) and nonviolent offenses increased by 6.3%.  Twenty-eight
percent of 2001 commitments received a conviction for a violent offense.  The inchoate
crimes (attempt, conspiracy, solicitation and accessory) include several violent offense
types and represent the largest percentage of violent commitments (6.0% of total
commitments).  Sexual assault, assault, and menacing represent 4.9%, 4.3% and 4.1% of
commitments.

Nonviolent offenses comprised 71.9% of total commitments with the largest categories
consisting of drugs, nonviolent inchoate and escape/contraband offenses.

Offense types for female commitments differ from male commitments in several categories.
Violent offenses represent only 17.4% of female commitments compared to 29.4% of male
commitments.  Drug offenses represented 29.7% of female commitments but only 22.0%
of the male commitments.

Comparisons of the top five violent and nonviolent offenses for fiscal years 2000 and 2001
are graphed in Tables 30 and 31.  The top five violent categories remained the same in
2001 with the inchoate offenses increasing 8.8% to become the largest violent category
over sexual assault, which dropped 17.6%. The top five nonviolent categories also
remained the same with the nonviolent inchoate offenses experiencing a 15.6% increase.
Drug offenses continue to represent the largest overall category of commitments at 22.8%
of the total, even though the number of drug commitments increased only 4.0% in 2001.
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The average sentence lengths and number of commitments for the most prevalent offenses
are detailed in Table 32.  These offenses are further separated by felony class and gender.
This table only contains offenders sentenced for felony classes two through six as felony
class one, habitual and sex offenders under lifetime provisions skew the overall averages
with extreme maximum sentences.  Aggregate sentences  account for all sentences per
offender and  include consecutive effects and longer sentences for less severe offenses.
Only the most serious offense per offender is reported.  The average sentence length for
class two through six commitments in 2001 was 5.1 years which is 7% lower than the
average sentence length of 5.5 years for fiscal year 2000 commitments.

The sentence average of 4.4 years for female commitments was lower than the 5.2 year
average for male commitments.  This is due primarily to the higher percentage of male
offenders who are sentenced under violent offenses, 29.4% of total male commitments
compared to the percentage of female offenders sentenced for violent offenses at 17.4% of
total female commitments as illustrated in Table 29.  The sentence average for every felony
class was lower for female commitments than males.  Female commitments received longer
sentences for robbery and criminal trespassing.  Prior criminal history and severity of the
original crime, as well as other sentencing considerations, may account for differences in
specific offenses.

H.B. 93-1302 reduced the maximum of the presumptive sentencing ranges for nonviolent
felony class three through six crimes, excluding certain drug offenses, committed on or
after July 1, 1993.  The old and new presumptive ranges and mandatory parole periods are
provided in Table 4 of this report.

A comparison of the number of offenders and average sentence lengths for 2001
commitments to the 2000 commitments is shown in Table 33.  The table identifies those
offense categories which generally fall under the reduced presumptive ranges imposed in
H.B. 93-1302 and those offense categories which may or may not fall under the reduced
sentencing ranges.  The sentence lengths are rounded to one decimal place but changes are
calculated using more accurate computations.

98.8% of the 2001 class two through six commitments were sentenced for offenses
committed on or after July 1, 1993 and received sentences under the new presumptive
ranges if the offenses were not extraordinary risk.  Table 33 indicates the new presumptive
ranges are no longer impacting the overall sentence lengths as sentences for non-
extraordinary risk offenses are remaining relatively stable in most categories.

Class two and three felony sentences contribute significantly to the overall average even
though the number of commitments in these felony classes represents a small portion of the
total.  The 8.4% decrease in average class three sentence length along with a 10.5%
reduction in the number of class three commitments contributed to the overall decrease in
sentence length.
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Table 34 compares the sentence averages for 2001 commitments to 1996 commitments.
This table provides a detailed analysis of the effects of reduced sentencing ranges pursuant
to H.B. 93-1302.  Dark shaded (*) offenses are under the reduced sentencing ranges with
offenses that may or may not fall under the reduced sentencing ranges shaded light (+).
The sentence lengths are reported using one decimal place although the calculations
computing change are based on more precise numbers.

Overall the sentence averages for class two through six felonies decreased 11.3% since
1996. Although class two offenses were not affected by this legislation the average
sentence length decreased 8.6%. Class four offenses, which contain fewer non-
extraordinary offenses, decreased an average of 10.1%.  Nearly every offense category in
the class five and six felonies decreased with the overall class averages decreasing 7.4%
and 12.8% respectively.

The 11.5% increase in class three sentences is due primarily to increased sentences in
sexual assault on a child and attempted second degree murder. First degree burglary, first
degree assault and drug offenses also had higher sentences.  Class three drug offenses
include non-extraordinary offenses involving possession and extraordinary risk offenses
involving sale, distribution or manufacturing. 

The upper limits (maximum sentences) of the new presumptive ranges for non-
extraordinary offenses established in H.B. 93-1302 are 12 years for class three felonies, six
years for class four felonies, three years for class five felonies, and one and one-half years
for class six felonies.  The class three sentence average of 10.4 years is 87% of the 12-year
sentence maximum of the presumptive range, the class four average of 4.3 years is 72% of
the maximum of six years, the class five average of 2.7 years is 90% of the maximum of
three years, and the class six average of 1.6 years is 107% of the maximum of one and
one-half years.  The sentences for class six offenses exceed the maximum which may be
due to the effects of consecutive sentencing or aggravating circumstances such as
committing the offense while on parole or probation.
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COMMITMENTS WITH ENHANCED SENTENCES

HABITUAL OFFENDER COMMITMENTS

The following table provides additional information about the 58 commitments received in
fiscal year 2001 with a habitual conviction. These 58 commitments were sentenced
pursuant to the provisions of H.B. 93-1302.  This legislation requires offenders with three
previous convictions to be sentenced at four times the maximum of the presumptive range
and offenders with two previous convictions to be sentenced at three times the maximum of
the range.   No offenders were sentenced in 2001 under the crime of violence provision
established in S.B. 94-196, which requires a life sentence with parole eligibility in 40
years.

The average sentence for convictions under the new sentencing provisions is 37.3 years for
three previous conviction offenders and 16.4 years for offenders with two previous
convictions.  Aggregate sentence averages listed in the table reflect the effects of
consecutive sentences.  The aggregate sentences averaged 56.3 years for three previous
convictions and 30.0 years for two previous convictions.

Table 5 of this report includes detailed information on the habitual sentencing provisions
and historical statutory changes.

LIFETIME SEX OFFENDER COMMITMENTS

Legislation enacted in 1998 requires offenders convicted of class two, three or four sex
offense felonies to be sentenced to prison for a set minimum term and a maximum term of
life.  One offender was admitted to prison in 1999, 46 offenders were admitted in 2000,
and 112 offenders were admitted in 2001 under these new provisions.  Table 36 provides
information on the crimes and the average minimum sentences.  These offenders must meet
specific conditions including participation in sex offender treatment before the Parole
Board will grant release.  Parole supervision is set for the remainder of the offender’s
natural life, with possible reconsideration after 10 or 20 years, depending on the felony
class.
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NEED LEVELS OF COURT COMMITMENTS

The medical, mental health, substance abuse and sex offender initial need levels are
identified in the diagnostic process for the fiscal year 2001 court commitments.   The
percentage of offenders classified at each level is shown in Table 37.  17.4% of the
commitments have moderate to severe needs in medical, 22.5% need mental health
programs and 16.0% need sex offender treatment.

The need levels by gender are contained in Table 38.  The female commitments reflect a
higher need for medical services and mental health programs while the male commitments
reflect a higher need for sex offender treatment.  78.2% of the female commitments need
some level of substance abuse treatment compared to 81.3% of the male commitments.
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TECHNICAL RETURNS TO PRISON

Returns to prison for technical violations, including convictions for misdemeanors or traffic
offenses, comprised 28.8% of total admissions to prison in fiscal year 2001.  These
technical returns represent offenders who were previously incarcerated and released.  The
offenders were released to parole, court order discharged, released to probation, or
released on appeal bond.  They have been resentenced to prison on the same felony
convictions for which they were previously incarcerated. A profile of these offenders is
available in Table 39 showing the type of return,  gender, ethnicity, age category, class of
felony and average governing sentence.

Parole returns represented 94.8% of the total technical returns to prison in 2001, an 8%
decrease from a high of 2,059 parole returns in 2000.  Females represented a higher
proportion of probation and bond returns at 15.4% and 14.3% respectively, compared to
9.9% of the parole returns. 

The ethnic distribution for parole returns differs from the distribution reported previously
in Table 27 for court commitments with a higher proportion of African-Americans and
lower  numbers for Anglos and Hispanics.  Anglos represent the highest category with
African-Americans being the second highest in technical returns.  Hispanics are the second
largest category in court commitments, as discussed in the previous section of this report.
Court order discharge returns and probation returns show only slight differences in ethnic
breakdown.

The average age was the lowest for court order discharge returns at 28 years and highest
for bond returns at 41 years of age.  Court order and probation returns represent a large
number of boot camp graduates, a program for younger offenders.  These offenders were
released early after completing the program.

The felony class distribution indicates 74.7% of parole returns are sentenced for class 4 or
5 felonies.  Court order discharge returns and probation returns comprised a higher
proportion of class 3 and 4 felonies.

The governing sentence is the total parole sentence for parole returns sentenced for crimes
committed on or after July 1, 1993.  Offenders sentenced for a crime before 1993 have one
governing sentence to serve encompassing incarceration and parole time.  The average
governing sentence was significantly higher for appeal bond returns at 10.0 years and court
order returns at 7.5 years than parole returns at 2.9 years. 
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TECHNICAL PAROLE RETURNS

Tables 40 and 41 illustrate the time on parole prior to revocation by class of felony for the
1,895 parolees who returned to prison in fiscal year 2001 without a new felony conviction.
Time on parole is the total time computed between the date released to parole and the date
of parole revocation.  This time may include periods on escape or absconder status which
may not be applied to the sentence as time served.  The time on parole was higher for male
parolees (11.6 months) than female parolees (11.1 months).   Table 41 compares the
percentage returning in three month increments by felony class, showing 42.4% return
within six months of release.  This percentage is higher than the six month return rate of
39.6% for 2000, but similar to the 1999 rate of 42.6%.
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Table 42 provides the time on parole prior to revocation by the sentencing laws in effect.
Offenders serving a mandatory parole period as established in H.B. 93-1302 are shown in
the category of 1993-present.  Although 96.7% of the parole returns are under the new
sentencing provisions, this category continues to consist of a high proportion of less severe
felony offenses.  Offenders sentenced for higher felony classes and more severe offenses
have not been released at a significant rate.  More information on releases is available in
the next section.  The 2001 technical returns include one offender sentenced prior to 1979
and only two offenders sentenced prior to 1985.

The time on parole for offenders sentenced since 1993 (H.B. 93-1302) averaged 10.0
months compared to 25.1 months for offenders sentenced under the previous sentencing
provisions.

PAROLE RETURNS UNDER MANDATORY PAROLE PROVISIONS

The following two tables contain more information about the 1,833 technical parole returns
sentenced pursuant to the mandatory parole provisions of H.B. 93-1302.  Table 43
provides a breakdown of the parole release type and felony class distribution for these
returns to prison.  Discretionary release indicates that the Parole Board granted parole
before the offender served the entire inmate sentence in prison and mandatory release
indicates the entire inmate sentence (less time credits) was served and the offender reached
the mandatory release date.  The Parole Board does not grant parole but sets conditions and
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approves the parole plan for these offenders.  The average governing sentence is displayed
by class of felony and type of release in Table 44.
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This section discusses the types of inmate releases from prison and the length of stay in
prison prior to release.  Releases for fiscal years 1996 through 2001 are identified by type
of release in Table 45.  The category of “other” in this table includes releases to appeal
bond, interstate transfers, discharges to detainers or pending charges, discharges pursuant
to H.B. 95-1087 and deceased.  Further details on these release types are provided later in
this section.

The application of mandatory parole provisions to offenders convicted of sex offenses
between July 1, 1993 and November 1, 1998 has been challenged in several court cases
recently.  The Colorado State Supreme Court held that parole was discretionary for sex
offenses committed on or after July 1, 1993 but prior to July 1, 1996 in People v Martin
(Case 99SC602).  In March 1999 the Court of Appeals had ruled in People v Cooper (Case
98CA1614)  parole  discretionary for sex offenses committed on or after July 1, 1996 but
prior to November 1, 1998.  The Colorado Attorney General was granted a rehearing in
March 2001 by the Supreme Court and subsequently all offenders previously released
under these decisions were returned to custody or parole supervision.  Offenders
discharged from prison and parole supervision in fiscal year 2000 and fiscal year 2001
were subsequently returned to custody or parole supervision.  The Supreme Court decision
became final in July 2001 and sex offenders convicted of offenses between 1993 and 1998
are no longer subject to the mandatory parole provisions.  This ruling will ultimately affect
approximately 1,600 offenders incarcerated or under parole supervision.

The effects of H.B. 93-1302  requiring offenders to serve a parole period upon completion
of the incarceration sentence are apparent in Table 45.  Those offenders sentenced under
mandatory parole provisions not granted discretionary release to parole are reported in the
category of mandatory parole.  Under previous sentencing provisions these offenders
would discharge their sentences without serving time on parole but now are completing
their incarceration sentences in prison and must complete an additional parole period
ranging from one to five years.

The number of annual releases has increased 37.5% since 1996.  Releases to parole have
increased 53.9% over this time period due to mandatory parole.  Sentence discharges have
decreased 24.0% as more offenders must complete parole.  More discharging offenders
have pending charges or detainers or have received earn time credits pursuant to H.B. 95-
1087 resulting in the large increase in other releases.  

The total number of releases in 2001 was higher than the previous year (10.5%) and the
distribution of release types has changed.  Discretionary parole releases were 6.0% higher
in 2001 and mandatory releases to parole were up 16.6%.  Increases in sentence discharges
and other releases are primarily attributed to the high number of parole returns, as
reflected in the next several tables.

Releases to probation and court order discharges are primarily sentence reconsiderations
for the graduates of the boot camp program, Colorado Correctional Alternative Program.
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In Table 46 the fiscal year 2001 releases are identified by type and gender.  The categories
of sentence discharges and other releases are redefined in this table and these new groups
are used for the remainder of this section.  All discharge types are listed in one category of
sentence discharges as shown below.  Table 45 reported discharges to charges or detainers
and discharges under H.B. 1087 as other releases.  Female offenders accounted for 10.4%
of the total releases and 11.1% of releases to parole.  Male offenders constituted 92.3% of
the discharges.  The number of offenders releasing without parole supervision in 2001 is
29.0%, although many of these offenders have previously been on parole supervision. 
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Table 47 provides further information about the releases in fiscal year 2001 including class
of felony, ethnicity, governing law type and admission type.  93.0% of the 2001 releases
were sentenced pursuant to H.B. 93-1302 which applies to all crimes committed on or after
July 1, 1993.
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Release types used in the next two tables are categorized by discretionary release to parole,
mandatory release to parole, sentence discharges and other.  The sentence discharge
category includes discharges to pending charges or detainers, discharges per H.B. 95-1087,
and sentence discharges.  Releases to probation, court order discharges, releases on appeal
bond, and deceased are included in the category of “other”. 

Table 48 compares the offender profiles by release category.  Releases to mandatory parole
are serving lower felony classes and are more likely to be paroling for the first time
(87.3%) during this incarceration but have a similar age distribution as discretionary parole
releases.

The number of releases for each facility location is displayed in Table 49.  Ths release
location represents the last facility movement prior to release, often indicating a transport
location.  Colorado sentenced inmates under other jurisdictions are reported in other
facilities.  Other jurisdictions include the Colorado Mental Health Institute at Pueblo, other
state facilities, and the federal system.  Inmates in revocation or regressive status in county
jails are also counted in other facilities.

Releases from parole revocation status in community corrections centers and jails are
reported.  These offenders had their parole revoked for a short-term placement in a jail not
to exceed 90 days or a community center not to exceed 120 days.  Releases from
revocation status in community centers or jail totaled 93 for 2001, with most (93.5%)
reparoled.

Colorado Territorial Correctional Facility had the highest number of releases (951) as this
is a main transportation location, followed closely by Sterling Correctional Facility (832).
Sterling is the largest prison facility in the state housing inmates in every custody level.

Community contract centers and intensive supervision combined for a total of 1,019
releases or 16.7%.  Three hundred thirty-seven offenders released from community
programs on the mandatory release date and 92 offenders completed their sentence and
discharged. 

Over one-half of the releases (52.6%) were from secure facilities of medium or higher.
Releases from secure facilities totaled 3,222 with 27.3% (881) paroled by discretion of the
Parole Board.  Delta Correctional Center released the most offenders of the minimum
facilities with 263 releases. Discretionary releases for females ranged from 31.9% of the
releases at Denver Women’s Correctional Facility to 38.2% of the releases at Pueblo
Minimum Center.  Denver Women’s Correctional Facility had the highest number of
releases out of the three permanent female facilities.
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TIME SERVED IN PRISON

Time served in prison represents only the current incarceration time and does not include
time previously served in prison or time credited for probation or diversionary programs.
Jail credits and pre-sentence confinement are excluded as well.  Time spent in county jail
(backlog)  awaiting prison bed space after sentencing is included as time served in prison.
The average time served in prison prior to release is shown in Table 50 by gender and
class of felony.

The average prison time served for 2001 releases was 24.0 months, 7.6% higher than the
22.3 month length of stay for 2000 releases.  The overall average time served for female
offenders was 20.7 months compared to 24.4 months for male offenders.  Average time
served is lower for females than males in felony classes one through six but higher for
habitual offenders.
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The time served by type of admission is displayed in Table 51.  The category of court
commitments contains offenders releasing from prison for the first time during this
incarceration.  Other technical returns include returns from court order discharge and
release to probation.  Other new convictions represent returns from court order discharge,
probation and appeal bond with new felony convictions.  Admissions under interstate
compact agreements and dual commitments are reported in other admissions.

Male court commitments spent an average of 28.2 months incarcerated while female court
commitments spent an average of 22.9 months incarcerated. Technical parole returns were
reincarcerated for an average of 12.5 months, with female returns at 12.6 months and male
returns at 12.5 months. 

This table reflects the average time served for those offenders who were released in fiscal
year 2001.  It is important to note that these offenders typically have shorter sentences, less
criminal history and good behavior while incarcerated; therefore they represent a select
group of offenders different from the existing incarcerated population.  The prison length
of stay for releases is shorter than the projected length of stay for currently incarcerated
offenders and admissions to prison.
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Table 52 compares the average prison time served by class of felony according to the
sentencing provisions in place at the time of offense.  Offenders sentenced pursuant to
H.B. 93-1302 are included in the 1993-present category. The full impact of this sentencing
legislation has not been realized although class three felony releases have increased
significantly this year.  The average time served for offenders sentenced under the newest
legislation (20.4 months) is less than one-third of the time served for the previous
sentencing law (68.5 months).  The number of offenders under the current sentencing law
represented 93.0% of the releases followed by 410 offenders (6.7%) under the provisions
of the previous sentencing law.

Class 3 and 4 felony releases sentenced since 1993 are serving significantly shorter
sentences, have less severe offenses, and have less serious criminal history.  Previous
sentencing laws are reflecting the opposite effects as the releases under these provisions
have served much longer sentences and have more serious criminal history.  These factors
are important considerations affecting the Parole Board’s discretion to release, and
ultimately controlling the time served in prison.
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Table 53 analyzes time served in prison for only the court commitments.  This group
represents offenders released from prison for the first time (for this incarceration period)
and the calculation of time served for this group is known as the average time to first
release.  The first time releases in 2001 were incarcerated 27.6 months prior to release,
which is 6.6% higher than the 25.9 month stay for 2000 releases and 6.2% higher than the
26.0 month length of stay for 1999 first time releases.

Releases to mandatory parole served less time on average than discretionary parole
releases.  This is attributable to the releases under mandatory parole being comprised of
offenders with shorter sentences and serving a higher proportion of class five and six
felonies.  Discretionary parole releases were incarcerated for 30.3 months prior to release
compared to mandatory releases incarcerated for 23.8 months.  Sentence discharges were
in prison for 79.5 months prior to first release from prison.  These offenders are serving
sentences for crimes committed before 1993 and therefore do not have a mandatory parole
sentence to complete.  The other release category comprised mainly of court order
discharges and releases to probation served an average prison time of 11.0 months.  Most
of the offenders in this category have participated in the boot camp program and are
resentenced through the courts.
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RECIDIVISM

The department defines recidivism as a return to prison in Colorado for either new criminal
activity or technical violations of parole, probation or non-departmental community
placement within three years of release.  Table 54 lists the recidivism rates by type of
release by gender for offenders released from prison in calendar years 1997 and 1998.
51.7% of the 1998 releases returned to prison within three years compared to 48.6% of the
1997 releases.  The 1998 male releases returned at a higher rate (52.4%) than the 1997
male releases (49.1%) and the 1998 female releases (44.6%).

Table 55 compares the cumulative return rates for 1992 through 2000 calendar year
releases.  This table has been expanded to reflect a longer period of follow-up time
tracking returns for five years. 37.9% of the 2000 releases returned within one year, which
is less than the 1999 release cohort and equal to the 1998 release cohort.  The two-, three-,
four- and five-year return rates continue to show an upward trend in the rate of return.
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INMATE POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics of the inmate population are included in this section.  The inmate
population data varies from the court commitment and release data discussed in the
previous sections as violent and longer sentenced offenders remain in the prison system
longer.  These characteristics are shown in the tables presented on the following pages.

Table 56 includes the inmate custody classifications for the last five years, as of June 30 of
each year.  In 1994 the classification of maximum was eliminated.  The administrative
segregation population is included with the close and maximum classifications in this report
even though administrative segregation requires an administrative action and is not an
actual classification designation. The classification system was further revised in 1995
when facilities became multi-custody.  This change eliminated the use of overrides to retain
offenders at higher security facilities who do not meet criteria for placement at less secure
facilities.

The cross-tabulation of scored custody with final custody presented in Table 57 identifies
the custody levels by gender.  Administrative segregation is shown as a scored custody
even though it is an administrative action independent of the classification process.  90.2%
of the male population retained their scored custody designation compared to only 66.5%
of the female population.  The high rate (33.4%) of overrides for the female offenders to a
lower custody level is attributed to the large number of lower security beds added in recent
years.  The increased expansion of the Denver Women’s Correctional Facility will provide
higher security beds and should alleviate the high override rate in the future.
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Table 58 contains the most serious offense distribution for the adult prison population as of
June 30, 2001.  This table includes the specific offense type for all inchoate crimes
(attempt, conspiracy, solicitation and accessory).  Previously these offenses were reported
in a separate category with no offense specific information.  The non-inchoate column
should be used for comparisons of this offense distribution to distributions of inmate
populations since 1995.  Changes to the crime code information system preclude any
comparison of this offense distribution to distributions of inmate populations prior to 1995
as the severity of offenses was redefined.

The offense distribution for the 2001 population reflects only minor changes from the 2000
population distribution.  Drug offenses have leveled off after several years of large
increases, representing 19.7% of the total population in 2001 similiar to the 2000 level of
19.8%.  The number of offenders with violent convictions comprised 44.3% of the 2001
population which is slightly higher than the 2000 rate of 43.8% and the 1999 rate of
44.1%.
  
The male and the female populations differ in the violent offense distribution.  45.7% of
the male population has a violent crime as the most serious offense compared to only
28.9% of the female population.  Drug offenses are the most prevalent offense representing
32.5% of the female population and 18.7% of the male population.

Drug offenses, theft and escape are the top categories for the female population whereas
drug offenses, burglary and escape are the most frequent crimes for the male population.
Possession, distribution, manufacturing or sale of marijuana offenses constituted less than
one percent of the total population (154 offenders).

The most serious offense included an inchoate crime for 12.5% (2,090) of the population.
Nearly 83% (1,715) of these inchoate crimes were the result of an attempt with the
remaining 17% involving conspiracy, solicitation or accessory.  One-half of the inchoate
convictions (50.4%) were violent offenses with first degree murder containing the most
with 211 males and 26 females.  308 males and 39 females were sentenced for an inchoate
drug offense.
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Tables 59 through 63 contain details of the inmate population as of June 30, 2001 by
facility location.  Offender profile information is provided for CDOC facilities, contract
facilities, community corrections, ISP (intensive supervision program for inmates), and
county jail backlog and contracts.  Inmates on fugitive status, revocation status in jails, or
under other jurisdictional custody are included in “other”.  The total number of offenders
profiled may not total the number previously mentioned in this report as off-grounds
offenders are counted in the facility counts.

The gender and age breakdown is provided in Table 59.  Colorado Correctional Alternative
Program, a regimented boot camp, contains the highest percentage of offenders 19 years of
age and under (7.6%) and also has the lowest overall average age of 24 years for all prison
facilities. Colorado Territorial Correctional Facility has the highest percentage of offenders
60 years of age and older (5.8%) and the highest average age of 39 years.

Table 60 illustrates the ethnic distribution and admission types for each facility.  The ethnic
distribution for all facilities reflects very little change from the June 30, 2000 report.  Of
Centennial Correctional Facility contained the highest percentage of minorities (66.1%)
with San Carlos Correctional Facility having the lowest percentage (44.7%) among the
prison facilities.  Technical parole returns are concentrated at Pre-Release Correctional
Center and Denver Women’s Correctional Facility for participation in specialized pre-
release programs.

The felony class distribution is shown in Table 61. Offenders convicted of higher felony
class offenses are predominately located at higher security facilities as most violent
offenses are classified in higher felony classes and have significantly longer sentences as
reflected in the admission sentencing data earlier in this report.

The county of commitment for the most serious offense per offender is used in the county
distribution in Table 62.  The top ten counties shown represent 85.7% of the population
with Denver County as the highest constituting 25.4%of the incarcerated population.

Table 63 displays the major offense categories using the most serious offense per offender.
Drug offenses constitute 19.8% of the inmate population.  Community corrections and ISP
inmate populations contain a high proportion of drug offenders at 36.0% and 40.6%
respectively.  Colorado Correctional Alternative Program and Pueblo Minimum Center had
the highest proportion of drug offenders among the prison facilities.  Fremont Correctional
Facility contains the highest percentage of offenders convicted of sexual assault and sexual
assault against a child as the Sex Offender Treatment Program is located in this facility.
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Table 64 provides average sentence lengths and incarceration time for each facility.
Offenders with a life sentence with or without parole eligibility or a death sentence are
excluded and offenders serving a non-Colorado sentence under interstate compact or
interagency agreements are not included.  

The percent of the population past parole eligibility date (P.E.D.) is reported in this table. 
The parole eligibility date represents the earliest date the offender may be released by
discretion of the Parole Board. The parole eligibility date is set at one-half of the sentence
for most offenders not sentenced under enhanced provisions and is reduced further by earn
time credits.  The parole eligibility may be as early as 37.5% of the sentence, with the
maximum earn time credits and no loss of time, or as high as 100% of the sentence, with
maximum time withheld for management and behavior issues. 267 offenders are sentenced
under enhanced provisions and must serve at least 75% of the sentence before being
eligible for parole.  According to Table 64, 51.7% of the population is past the date
eligible to be released to parole (P.E.D.).  These offenders have been seen and denied
discretionary release by the Parole Board one or more times.  

The governing sentence includes the effects of consecutive sentencing and any post-
incarceration convictions. The average governing sentence of the incarcerated population in
Colorado is 136.6 months or 11.4 years, which is more than double the average sentence
of 5.1 years for new court commitments as reported in Table 32.  The high sentence
average for the incarcerated population demonstrates the accumulation of offenders with
longer sentences in prison.

Incarceration time to date includes the current prison time only and does not include time
served prior to parole or other release.  The inmate population has served an average of
32.8 months to date, slightly higher than the 2000 population incarceration time of 31.4
months.  The percent of sentence served to date is computed by taking the average
incarceration time divided by the average governing sentence.  The population has
completed an average of 24.0% of the current governing sentence during this incarceration
period.  Large jail credits, including pre-sentence confinement time, and prior
incarceration time for revocations from parole, court order discharge, and probation
contribute to the large proportion (51.7%) of the population being past the parole eligibility
date.
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A comparison of the profiles of male and female offenders as of June 30, 2001 is contained
on two pages for Table 65.  The male and female incarcerated populations vary
significantly in several categories.  Ethnic distributions continue to show a higher
percentage of African-American (27.6%) and lower percentage of Hispanic offenders
(20.4%) among the female population.  

The felony class distribution and offense breakdowns reflect less serious, less violent
female offenders.  Drug abuse, theft, and escape are the most common offenses for the
females while drug abuse, homicide and burglary are high for the male population.  28.5%
of the female population is sentenced from Denver County which is slightly higher than the
male population at 25.2%.

The age breakdown for female and male offenders as of June 30, 2001 is graphed in Table
66.  The category of 30 to 39 years of age represents the highest percentage of male and
female offenders at 33.8% and 40.7% respectively.  However, the age category of 20 to 29
for male offenders follows closely at 33.7%.  This table reflects the small percentage of
offenders in the lower and upper extremes, 1.2% male population less than 20 years of age
and 8.8% in the fifty and over categories.  The female population contained only 0.7% less
than 20 years of age and 5.5% in the category of fifty and over.

Table 67 provides a comparison of the population on June 30, 2001 to the population on
June 30, 1996.  This table reflects small changes have occurred in the overall age
distribution. The population on June 30, 1996 contained a higher proportion of offenders in
the lower age categories; the 20 to 29 year age category contained 36.6% of the total
compared to June 30, 2001 at 33.2%, and the 30 to 39 year category contained 37.8% in
1996 compared to 34.4% in 2001.  The average age of the 2001 population was slightly
higher at 35 years of age compared to 34 years for the 1996 population.

The ethnic distribution by age category for the male and female populations incarcerated on
June 30, 2001 is illustrated in Table 68.  The Hispanic male population is more likely to be
under 30 years of age (42.8%) while the African-American male population is higher in the
30 to 39 year age group.  The Asian population is highly concentrated in the 20 to 29 year
age category at 57.7% of males and 60.0% of female offenders.  High proportions of
female offenders in the 30 to 39 year age group exist for all ethnic groups, with 42.7% of
the African-Americans falling in this age group. 
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PAROLE POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

The profile and size of the parole population has changed in recent years due to several
legislative revisions. In 1990, legislation was passed which authorized earned time awards
to offenders while on parole in addition to the earned time already awarded in prison.  

H.B. 1302, in 1993, created a mandatory parole period for all offenders on their first
release from prison.  This parole period was to be served in its entirety without reduction
through earned time and affects offenders sentenced for offenses committed on or after July
1, 1993.  Legislation passed in 1996 (H.B. 1087) authorized earned time credits while on
parole for offenders convicted of certain nonviolent offenses, as newly defined in the
statute.  This legislation was retroactive and resulted in offenders discharging their parole
sentences earlier with earned time credits.

The effects of earned time, combined with increases in the number of parole returns, have
resulted in the average length of stay on parole dropping from 13.4 months in 1989 to a
low of 9.5 months in 1991. Increased releases to parole and lengthy parole sentences
resulting from the mandatory parole legislation in 1993 have resulted in longer lengths of
stay.  The average length of stay has increased since 1991, reaching 13.4 months in 1999,
14.1 months for 2000, and 15.1 months in 2001.  The length of stay is calculated for all
parole terminations and discharges for Colorado sentenced offenders, excluding offenders
who have absconded or are serving non-Colorado offenses.

Table 69 shows the breakdown of the parole caseload for the years 1996 through 2001, as
of June 30 of each year.  The intensive supervision parole program was started in 1991 to
provide additional supervision and program participation for high risk offenders.  The 2001
year-end caseload was 13.8% higher than the 2000 count.  The parole caseload has
experienced steady growth since 1996 with a slight decrease in 2001 of 1%, but is expected
to show more significant increases over the next five-year period as reflected in the
projections in Table 8.  The number of Colorado offenders serving the parole sentence out
of state on June 30, 2001  totaled 1,321; an increase of 5.9% from 2000 figures.

The average daily parole caseload by region for fiscal years 1996 through 2001 is provided
in Table 70.  The daily average is more reflective of the workload maintained throughout
the year as Table 69 only reflects a snapshot on June 30.  The average daily parole
population increased 5.7% in 2001 with the largest percentage increase occurring in the
Western Region which increased 12.3% followed by the Southeast Region with a growth of
8.5%.
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Table 71 contains profile information by region of the parole population as of June 30,
2001.  The out of state category includes offenders paroled to a detainer, offenders
deported by the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and offenders supervised on
parole in other states.  Interstate parolees supervised in Colorado and offenders on
absconder status are excluded from this table.  The overall profile looks relatively similar
to the incarcerated population profiles found in Table 65.

The Denver Region supervises the largest number of parolees with 28.9% of the total
caseload with 14.7% of their caseload supervised in the intensive supervision program
(ISP).  13.2% of the total domestic caseload, excluding out-of-state cases, are in ISP.

Female offenders comprise 11.9% of the total parole population and 16.2% of the Denver
Region’s caseload.  Only 6.7% of the out-of-state population are female offenders.

The ethnic distribution shows a large disparity by region with a high percentage of African-
Americans paroling to the Denver Region, constituting 37.9% of the caseload.  51.5% of
the out-of-state caseload falls into the Hispanic category, reflecting the large numbers of
offenders deported by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.  The caseloads for the
Western and Northeast regions are predominantly Anglo at 80.5% and 62.2% respectively.

The county of commitment figures indicate a high number of offenders return to the area
where they were originally sentenced from to serve the parole period.  Denver County is
the sentencing county for 22.2% of the parole population and 43.5% of these parolees are
under supervision in the Denver Region.

Parolees range in age from 18 years  to 75 years with an overall average of 35.  69.2% of
the population are between 20 and 39 years of age.  85.7% are on parole supervision for
the first time on this sentence, although many of these offenders have been under parole
supervision or incarcerated for other crimes that have been completed prior to this
commitment to prison.

The most serious offense is a drug offense for 33.3% of the population, followed by theft
at 11.9%, and burglary at 8.5%.  The crime distribution shows less severe offenses for the
parole population than previously reported for the inmate population and admissions.  This
is due primarily to the discretionary release powers held by the Parole Board resulting in
offenders with less severe offenses being more likely to be released to parole.
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

The Youthful Offender System (Y.O.S.) was established through legislation passed in a
special session in 1993.  S.B. 9 created a sentencing option for certain violent youthful
offenders  under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections but separate from the
adult prison system.  Juvenile offenders receive a suspended adult prison sentence and a
sentence to Y.O.S. ranging from one to five years followed by one year of parole under
the original legislation.  The Y.O.S. sentence was changed to a range of two to six years to
include a period of community supervision in legislation passed in 1994 (S.B. 94-201).
Legislation enacted in 1999 (S.B.99-130) expanded the offenses eligible for sentencing to
Y.O.S. to include certain class two felonies, and the sentence range was extended to 7
years for these new felonies.  Upon completion of the Y.O.S. sentence including a period
of community or parole supervision the offender’s sentence is discharged.  If the Y.O.S.
program is not completed, the sentence to prison is reinstated and the offender is admitted
to the adult prison system.

Detailed information is provided for fiscal year 2001 Youthful Offender System program
expenditures in Table 72.  The number of full time equivalents and expenditures are listed
for IDO and Phases I and II, services provided in the Pueblo facility, and Phase III,
services provided in the community.  Sixty adult female offenders were temporarilly
housed at the Y.O.S. facility in Pueblo during 2001.  Twenty-two additional full time
equivalents (FTE) were allocated for the adult females, which had an average daily
population of 43.  The annual cost per inmate for the facility of $53,097 for 2001 was
slightly higher (2.3%) than the 2000 cost of $51,882.  The 2001 expenditures include the
Phase II costs as this transition program was relocated to the facility from community.  The
annual cost per inmate for Phase III was $47,792 in 2001, an increase of 17.9% over the
2000 cost of $40,535. 

The combined Youthful Offender System annual cost per inmate of $52,337 is 92.1%
higher than the annual cost per adult inmate of $27,250.  Table 72 identifies the extensive
services and treatment costs associated with this unique program for violent youth
offenders.
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER SYSTEM ADMISSIONS

The facility received the first offenders in the program in March 1994.  Seven hundred two
offenders have been sentenced to Y.O.S.; 24 in fiscal year 1994, 107 in 1995, 111 in
1996, 108 in 1997, 89 in 1998, 86 in 1999, 99 in 2000, and 78 in 2001. This sentencing
option has been used for 23 female offenders (3.3% of the total admissions) since the
program’s inception.

Characteristics of the admissions received in 2000 and 2001 are reported in Table 73.  The
2001 admissions contained two female offenders and five female offenders in 2000.  The
average age was 17 years for 2001 admissions, ranging from three offenders at age 15 to
three offenders at 19 years of age at admission.  Hispanics represent the largest ethnic
group at 35.9% of the admissions followed closely by Anglos at 34.6%.  Offenders with
primarily class three and four felonies were sentenced to the program with 11 offenders
sentenced for class five felonies and one offender sentenced for a class six felony.  

El Paso County sentenced 15 offenders to Y.O.S. in 2001 which constituted 19.2% of the
admissions with Denver County sentencing 10 offenders.   El Paso and Denver counties
have sentenced the highest proportion of offenders to the program since it began in 1994
(144 and 139), for a combined total of 40.3% of all admissions.

Table 74 provides more specific information about the most serious offense and sentence
length averages of the 2000 and 2001 admissions.  The overall sentence average for fiscal
year 2001 admissions was 46.9 months which is similar to the 47.2 month average for
2000 admissions.  This sentence average includes community supervision time.
Aggravated robbery and assault continue to represent the most frequent commitment
offenses for youthful offenders.  Fourteen offenders received the maximum sentence of 7
years while 17 offenders (21.8%) received the minimum sentence of 2 years. 

More information on the Youthful Offender System and offender statistics is available in
the “Youthful Offender System Annual Report” dated January 30, 2002. 
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YOUTHFUL OFFENDER SYSTEM RELEASES AND TERMINATIONS

Four hundred thirty-one offenders have been released from Y.O.S. since its inception in
1994.  Six offenders released in fiscal year 1995, followed by 25 in 1996, 41 in 1997, 69
in 1998, 92 in 1999, 102 in 2000, and 96 in 2001. Demographic information about the 96
offenders released in 2001 is found in Table 75.

Seventy-nine offenders discharged their Y.O.S. sentences in 2001, representing 82.3% of
the 2001 releases from the program.  The average age was 20 years at time of release with
6 offenders under the age of 18 years at the time of exit.  The ethnic distribution shows the
highest number of releases were Anglo (37.5%) followed by Hispanic (31.3%).  The
majority of the releases (61.5%) were sentenced by Denver, Jefferson, El Paso, and
Arapahoe counties.  The felony class distribution for releases differs slightly from the
distribution for the 2001 admissions to the program as reported in Table 73, as offenders
with lower class felonies generally receive shorter sentences.  Class three felonies
represented a smaller proportion (40.6%) of the release population and class four felonies
were higher (45.8%) than the admissions with class three felonies representing 51.3% and
class four felonies at 33.3%.

Table 76 examines the average time served and the average sentence lengths by the most
serious offense category for these 96 releases from the program.  Robbery, assault, and
murder were the predominant offenses with a total of 67 offenders in these combined
categories.  The average time in the program ranged from 2.1 months to 72.0 months, for
an overall average of 37.8 months.  

The 79 program completions (sentence discharges) served an average of 41.1 months in the
program and had a sentence average of 44.5 months.  The 3.4 month difference represents
jail credit awarded by the courts for pre-confinement time.  Twelve offenders were
terminated prior to completion after serving an average of 20.8 months in the program.
Three offenders were released through judicial re-considerations. 

Additional analysis is provided in Table 77 regarding time served and sentence lengths for
the 12 program terminations. These offenders served an average of 52.1% of the Y.O.S.
sentence before termination or revocation.  Upon revocation the courts sentenced these
offenders to adult prison, imposing the original sentence which was previously suspended.
The adult prison sentences ranged from 24 months to 144 months with an average of 80.5
months.  Time served in Y.O.S. (average of 20.8 months) is applied to the adult sentence
imposed, resulting in 59.7 months remaining to be served in adult prison.
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